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▪ Five types, named after PAST.3MSG 
▪ characterized by their vocalic pattern and affixes (in red) 
▪ different stem syncretism patterns 

 Verbal Classes in Modern Hebrew 

Biradicals in B3, B5 
▪ Verbs with three  consonants, 2nd and 3rd  identical 

Innovative forms  

Why4 does oTeT resist? 

Making sure 

▪ The word-initial position is infamous for resisting 
phonological processes such as vowel reduction (Hyman 1975, 

Albright 2018), or neutralisation (Steriade 2014). 
  
▪ The absolute initial position is important for the recognition 
of words.  
 
▪ Although morphologically the vowels of QoTeT and oTeT 
are the same, since the change is gradient, oTeT is expected 
to resist the process more than QoTeT. 
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 Conclusion 

▪ Not really entire paradigm shift (PRE/FUT remain different). Rather, birth of 
a new paradigm.  
▪ Heteroclisis (stems of a single lexeme belonging to two inflectional 
classes) => systematic, not sporadic. 

Why1 does this shift come about? 
Why2 in this manner (only PST)? 

Why3 does it not come about in itQoTeT verbs? 
Why4 does it not come about in oTeT verbs? 

QUESTIONS  

▪ Experiment: 33 native speakers listened to 4 sentences involving 5 QiTeT, QoTeT 
and oTeT verbs (5*4*3=60). Asked: “acceptable’” or “unacceptable”? 
 
▪ Every sentence had one PST and one FUT form. For every sentence there were 4 
versions: (60*4=240):         
                   
                 Minor: PST [o] FUT [o]            
                                 Attested Innovative: PST [i] FUT [o]  
                 Unattested innovative: PST [o] FUT [a]
                      Major: PST [i] FUT [a]  
 
                 ▪ Intuitions complelety confirmed.  
              + resistance to full paradigm shift 
              + (some verbs atypical) 
 

Why1 does this shift come about? 
Hypothesis 1: Minor patterns will be replaced by major ones. 
 => can’t be the whole story: in fact a new pattern is 
 created. Moreover, no change in itQoTeT. 
Hypothesis 2: non-canonical over-syncretism in minor pattern 
 (PST=FUT) is repaired (=> PST≠FUT). 
 => Explains the lack of change in itQoTeT, where 
 syncretism is general = answers Why3 
 => Raises another question:  is paradigm shape a 
 morpheme/morphome )as in Maiden 2005)?  
And of course,  Why2 in this manner (only PST)? 

Some Answers  

More Answers  
Dor (1995): /a/ is the default vowel in the verbal system  
  => it is inserted when no other vowel is, 
       => it does not carry grammatical information 
 
Faust (2012):   (1) B3,B5  /e/ in V2  QiTeL, jeQaTeL, -itQaTeL 

    (2)  pst  /i/ in V1 in B3  QiTeL, *itQiTeL 

          …No rule inserts /a/ 

 

▪ Minor pattern: (3) /o/  V1 in B3/5 √ʁmm, √kff… 
 
▪ A conflict between (2) and (3): which is more specific?  
 
▪ The putative pressure to regularize the over-syncretic 
paradigms would militate in favor of (2), leading to the 
innovative pattern = answers Why2 
 
  

▪ The shift QoTeT, jeQoTeT => QiTeT, jeQoTeT is the result of:  
  (1) Assimilation in paradigm shape 
  (2) Competing specificities of realizational rules 
 
▪ Though (2) is true regardless of (1), pressure from paradigm 
shape might have tilted the odds in favor of one realizational 
rule.    
 
▪ But why specifically now? Is there a difference between MH 
and Biblical Hebrew in the construal of QoTeT verbs? 
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